
Quick comment/information on: 

‘RED’

Colour Palettes

William Hutton quotes.

The Use of Red

“...real artistry lies in restraint and understanding, not excessive effort.”

At the 1832 Royal Academy exhibition, Constable showed his painting of the ‘Opening of Waterloo Bridge’, 
something he had been working on for 15 years.  Turner noticed that his seascape ‘Helvoetsluys’ was, in 
comparison, lacking in colour.  So he returned to the gallery and painted a small red buoy in the middle of 
his canvas - which had only taken him a few months to paint - and left without saying a word.  Constable, 
mortified by Turner’s deft touch, remarked: “He has been here and fired a gun.”

Professor David Solkin (Courtauld Institute) commented recently that the red buoy showed “that real 
artistry lies in restraint and understanding, not excessive effort.  The point was to say ‘less is more’ 
– his simple addition of a bit of red made Constable’s very highly worked piece look overcooked and the 
repository of too much effort.”

Red as Eye-Cathcher

In painting, red is used as accents to steer the eye through the composition.  An obvious example of this 
is Monet’s painting of his family at Argenteuil.  The colour red is used in painting as ‘eye-catcher’, in ex-
actly the same way that a folly or other art/architectural structures acted as eye-catchers in the English 
landscape movement (like James Wyatt’s later contributions to ‘Capability’ Brown’s Croome Park).

When we were on-site last Thursday, James photographed an ‘eye-catcher’ woman wearing a red coat.  
She may have been the most rumpy-pumpy woman I have ever seen in my dickey-mint, but she was an 
eye-catcher simply because of how her red coat functioned against the city colour palette.  

The colour red stands out because 64% of the cones in the human eye are red-sensitive.  Consequently, 
small amounts of red have greater impact than larger quantities of green (32% green-sensitivity) and 
blue (2% blue sensitivity).  So what I’m saying is that we need to be careful about how we use red.



When we were on-site last Thursday, James photographed an ‘eye-catcher’ woman wearing a red coat.  
It was her red coat that made her a stand-out.  The colour red stands out because 64% of the cones in 
the human eye are red-sensitive.  Consequently, small amounts of red have greater impact than larger 
quantities of green (32% green-sensitivity) and blue (2% blue sensitivity).  So what I’m saying is that 
we need to be careful about how we use red.  Worth noticing that the reds in this Google shot of the site 
function in the same way as the Monet painting.

The Red Line (the Ridge Line)

If the Red Line becomes sculptural (as James says, “twisting, tilting...the way it changes level is inte-
gral to the way the ridge would rise / fall. The ridge would act at the wall / step which tilts the green”), 
I’m not convinced it should be red.  There’s a danger that a red Ridge Line would become a horizontal 
‘go-faster-stripe’ and would look clunky against the verticality of the surrounding buildings.  It might be 
better if the Ridge Line was expressed as a tonal variation of the dominant colour palette (greys, blacks, 
silver), and we used ‘red’ differently to catch the eye across the square.

Bromsgrove Sandstone Formation

The Bromsgrove Sandstone Formation is not necessarily ‘red’, it can vary from the muddy pinky-red of 
Lichfield Cathedral to a wide range of greys and greens.  So if we are going to reference Bromsgrove 
Sandstone in the Ridge Line, we will be using a mix of reds, greens and greys.  



Line & Lining

Over the last couple of days, have become very interested in the difference between ‘line’ and ‘lining’, 
in which the latter is defined as “something that is used to line another thing; a layer of material on the 
inner side or surface of something”, and am wondering whether we should be using red accents to the 
‘inner side’ of things.  The William Hutton quote I’m interested in using is, “They possessed a vivacity I 
had never beheld / Their very step along the street showed alacrity” and, from this, I imagine a bloke in 
his business suit walking quickly through the CBD with jacket flapping and its red lining flashing.  
Essentially, the site as a business jacket with the occasional flash of red lining.

Other Types of Red

Oppenheim’s ‘Ruby Red’ will look dull against the brown brick (Ibstock Holbrook Sandface or Cheddar 
Brown?) of the surrounding office blocks, although it might work well as a default red against which 
accents in a stronger red might work well.

So, in referencing Oppenheim and introducing strong red lining accents “inside of things”, I think we 
should consider some of the ‘artificial glass’ (sometimes called ‘crystallised glass’ or ‘marmoglass’) com-
ing out of China.  See the ‘Silver Star-Red’ produced by Nan’an GuangTaiXiang at: http://gtxstone.
en.made-in-china.com/product/XMcJTlxrvSkm/China-Artificial-Glass-Red-Stone-Silver-Star-Red-.html.

Not sure we could use this material as horizontal paving (PSI), but as accents on vertical or angled 
surfaces it might function well as the flash of lining inside a flapping jacket.  It may also be the one ma-
terial we (literally) spotlight at night.



Colour Palettes

These are the dominant colour palettes:  Bromsgrove Sandstone / the buildings on site / Colmore Row 
and the cathedral / Oppenheim ‘Ruby Red’ and the Nan’an GuangTaiXiang ‘Silver-Star-Red’.

William Hutton Texts

For more information on William Hutton, ‘the Birmingham Historian’, see: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
William_Hutton_(historian).  The three texts we might be able to use (all from his ‘An History of 
Birmingham’, 1783) are:

1. “They possessed a vivacity I had never beheld / Their very step along the street   
 showed alacrity”

Being gender sensitive (!), I’ve reduced this from the paragraph context to avoid mentioning only 
‘men’.  

2. “But where business is well conducted, complaint should cease; for perfection is not  
 to be expected on this side [of] the grave.”

I like how this plays with the proximity of the SNG site in relationship to the graveyard across the road 
at the cathedral, i.e. “on this side [of] the grave.”

3. “Birmingham may be considered as one vast and modern edifice, of which the   
 ancient materials make but a very small part: the extensive new, seems to surround  
 the minute old, as if to protect it.”

I like this because it establishes some sort of understanding of new development in the Colmore Row 
Conservation Area.



So...in our search for something that functions as a ‘world class gateway’ with ‘outstanding aes-
thetic qualities’, it seems to me that if we are going to use ‘red’, we have to either forget about using 
grass and commit to making the ‘District Green’ a red object in the square, like the ‘Red Stairs’ at Duffy 
Square in New York and/or Marcus O’Reilly Architect’s ‘Red Stair and Vent’ Sculpture in Melbourne.  Or, 
and I think this might be better, we restrict our use of ‘red’ to accents, like the O’Reilly sculpture at night.  
But done better, more elegantly, and with greater subtlety!






